
Changing the way we walk
Modern walkways with mist cooling system, sports equipment and other facilities on the way 

• Works ministry 
completed over 20 
walkway projects in 
various governorates

• Plans progressing for 
rubberised walkways

TDT | Manama

The Works Ministry is 
paying special attention 
for the comprehensive 

development of walkways and 
associated facilities in the King-
dom, said Works Minister. 

Minister Essam Khalaf said 
the projects are being imple-
mented in line with the King-
dom’s vision 2030 launched by 
His Majesty King Hamad Bin 
Isa Al Khalifa in October 2008. 

Works Ministry has undertak-
en projects in seafronts, central 
parks and in all governorates of 
the Kingdom, Khalaf said adding 
that the ministry is also intro-
ducing solar energy in many of 
the projects.

The ministry, he said, is devel-
oping “walkways” by integrating 
modern cooling systems as well 
as other facilities to convert it 
into sporting facilities providing 
citizens with a safe environment 
to practice various activities.  

As of now, the ministry has 
completed over 20 walkway 
projects in various governorates 
of the Kingdom, some of which 
being seafront projects and large 

parks with walking tracks. 
“Work is also progressing to 

developing rubberised walk-
ways and enhance the green area 
by planting shade trees and en-
vironment-friendly trees,” an 
AlAyam report quoting the min-
ister as saying. 

“Initiatives are also on way 
to add more sports equipment, 
children games and public fa-
cilities along the walkways,” the 
minister said. 

Introduction of cooling and 
mist spraying equipment and 
wireless internet services on 
walkways are also part of the 
plan. 

The ministry, Khalaf 
said, is also mulling 
joining hands 
with the pri-
vate sec-
tor in 

the development of these pro-
jects. 

Solar cooling and lighting sys-
tems 

On the walkway projects in 
the Muharraq area, the minister 
said the Busaiteen coast walk-
way is a first of its kind in the de-
velopment of waterfronts. “The 
project works on clean renew-
able energy, includes about 80 
devices for exercise and phys-
ical activities, as well as 
other en-
tertain-
m e n t 

facilities.”
The Busaiteen coast walkway, 

which has a length of over 2 km, 
includes a public square, green 
spaces, family restrooms, rec-
reational facilities, restaurants, 
other services, and parking for 
more than 400 cars. Its open-
ing will coincide with the con-
struction of a 3 km road in the Al 
Sayah area to reach the walkway 
with one lane in each direction. 
The project, minister said, will 
enhance domestic tourism and 
provide a new space for Bahraini 
families. 

 “The ministry is working on 
a cooling system that works by 
spraying mist,” Khalaf said. 

“This cooling system has been 
implemented in the walkway of 
Arad fort, which has an area of 
50 thousand square meters lo-
cated near the Seef complex in 
M u - harraq. Muharraq 

is also distinguished by the large 
Khalifa Walkway project, the 
Busaiteen Housing Walkway 
which is 600 meters long, and 
the Doha Arad Walkway.

“A diving walkway has also 
been established and has a 
length of 600 meters and is 
located between Sheikh Issa 
Bridge and Sheikh Hamad 
Bridge. The Monastery and Sa-
maheej walkway has also been 
established and is located on 
Muharraq Ring Road and have 
sports and games area, palm 
trees, and umbrellas. On Walk-
ways adjacent to the village of 
Galali, opposite the island of 
Dilmunia, sports equipment and 
lights that operate on solar ener-
gy have been installed.”

Sea fronts projects 
The capital has several walk-

ways projects, the minister said, 
which includes the Tubli Walk-
way that directly overlooks the 
Tubli Bay. “The project extends 
over an area of 4,657 square me-
ters, with a length of about 400 
meters in its first phase.”

The Sitra Bridge walkway is 
one of the other projects that 
overlooks the sea directly. “It is 
located along the Sitra Bridge 
overlooking the sea with a 
length of 2000 meters and in-
cludes green areas, palms and 
various trees in addition to two 
areas for children’s games and 
sports for adults.” 

Saud Al-Faisal Walkway is 
one of the modern projects in 
the capital and is located in 
the north of the Juffair area. 
Ma’ameer Walkway, which is 
720 square meters in length, 
includes green surfaces, palms 
and various trees in addition to 
a children’s play area and public 
facilities.
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A walkway project 

The ministry is 
working on a cooling 

system that works 
by spraying mist

ESSAM KHALAF

When Venus, Moon break social distancing norms! 
TDT | Manama 

Experts say we are having 
a great season for plan-
et-spotting, with most of 

the planets in the solar system 
putting up rare shows before 
naked eyes. 

Our region today morning 
provided planet hunters one 
such rare instance of the Venus 
and Moon getting together, or as 
we say, “breaking social distanc-
ing norms” that too before naked 
eyes! How dare, isn’t it? Yet, that 
happened!

Astronomers call these events 
conjunctions. In astronomy, a 
conjunction occurs when any two astronomical objects (such 

as asteroids, moons, planets, and 
stars) appear to be close togeth-
er in the sky, as observed from 
Earth.

Although the moon and Ve-
nus appear close together on the 
sky’s dome, they are not truly 
close together in space. At the 
time that the moon swings by 
Venus, the moon will be very 
close to its average distance from 
Earth (238,855 miles or 384,400 
km). The close encounter of the 

dynamic duo but was visible to 
naked eyes, thanks to Venus, 
also known as the “evening star, 
for being the third brightest ob-
ject in the sky after the sun and 
moon. 

Experts say Sharp-eyed peo-
ple could pick up Venus in a day-
time sky, as the moon is there to 
assist them. The trick is to find 
the moon first and then Venus. 

According to Majed Abu Zah-
ra, Chairman of the Saudi Astro-
nomical Society, the phenom-

enon in which Venus reigned 
as the brilliant “morning star” 
was observable from most Arab 
countries. 

“The moon and Venus are the 
second and third brightest ob-
jects in the sky after the sun, so 
they are seen even after the sky 
becomes bright,” an AlAyam re-
port quoted Abu Zahra as saying 
in an interview with Al Arabiya. 

He explained: “Using binocu-
lars, we can see the arched line 
separating the illuminated and 

dark side of the moon and the 
three-dimensional view of the 
moon’s topography.”

“When you observe Venus 
through a telescope, it’s possible 
to see its disk illuminated 50.1 
per cent thanks to the sunlight 
at this time of the year. 

“However, due to the move-
ment of the planet in its smaller 
orbit around the sun, during the 
coming months, the disk of the 
Venus will get smaller as its dis-
tance from the Earth increase. 
This will be accompanied by 
a gradual increase in the Sun-
light illuminating the disk until 
it reaches its full moon phase 
and returns to the evening sky 
in late March of 2021,” he added. 

Explaining further, he said, 
“Venus is often known to people 
as the evening star” when it is 
seen at the evening sky, and as 
the “morning star in the morn-
ing sky.” 

Ancient people, he said, be-
lieved for a long time that the 
morning star and the evening 
star were two different bodies, 
so they called them “Phospho-

rous” and “Hesperus”, but Py-
thagoras realised 500 years be-
fore that the two are the same. 
And Venus is likely to be the 
first planet known in this way 
because of its brightness and 
relatively rapid movement. ”

KNOW

BETTER

whenever you see 
the moon and Venus 

together in the morning 
sky, the moon is always 

waning while Venus 
is always waxing. The 
converse is also true: 
whenever you see the 

moon with Venus in the 
evening sky, the moon 
is always waxing while 

Venus is always waning. 
That’s because the moon 

orbits Earth whereas 
Venus orbits the sun.

Picture courtesy of Forbes
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0.3pc
Spot gold dipped 0.3 per 

cent to $1,946.56 per 
ounce by 10:53 am EDT 

(1453 GMT) 
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European stocks hit as UK reimposes quarantine
• Equities retreated 
over fading hopes of 
a US stimulus deal

• Democrats have 
called on Republicans 
and the White House 
to double their 
$1-trillion offer

TDT | Manama 

European stocks slumped 
yesterday at the end of a 
largely positive week for 

global equities
dragged down by fears of 

a second wave in coronavi-
rus cases and the stalemate 
in Washington over a new 
stimulus package for the US 
 economy. 

London’s benchmark FTSE 100 
index finished the day down 1.6 
per cent after the UK govern-
ment reimposed a quarantine 
for travellers from France and 
the Netherlands, prompting 
Paris to promise a “reciprocal  
measure”.

The Paris CAC 40 index also 
retreated 1.6 pc and Frankfurt’s 
DAX 30 shed 0.7 pc.

On Wall Street, the Dow was 
up marginally in late morning 
trading. 

Both the S&P 500 and Nasdaq 
Composite spent most of the 
morning in negative territory, 
but remained within striking 
distance of record highs, how-
ever.

Asian markets ended mixed.

In addition to Britain’s quar-
antine, Germany put all of Spain 
except on its quarantine list ex-
cept for the Canary Islands.

Spain, for its part, closed night 
clubs, and banned smoking and 
drinking in the streets to try to 
stem a rise in infections.

“If European governments 
were hoping to salvage some-
thing tangible from the 2020 
summer holiday season these 
recent setbacks are unlikely to 
help,” said Michael Hewson, 
chief market analyst at CMC 
Markets UK.

Shares in British Airways par-
ent IAG tumbled 4.8 pc.

The updated quarantine “is 
sadly yet another blow for Brit-
ish holidaymakers and cannot 
fail to have an impact on an al-
ready troubled aviation indus-
try”, IAG said in a statement.

The UK government said the 
change would kick in Saturday 
at 0300 GMT, sparking an exodus 
among the estimated 160,000 
British holidaymakers in France 
after a rise in coronavirus cases 
there.

US stimulus
Equities were also retreating 

Friday over fading hopes of a 
US stimulus deal being struck -- 
and ahead of key weekend trade 
talks between the United States 
and China.

Hopes that Democrats and 
Republicans would cast aside 
their mutual animosity to stump 
up much-needed cash for strug-
gling Americans have been key 
to supporting equities for weeks.

But they were dealt a blow 
Thursday when senators broke 
up for a summer recess, saying 
they would not return until early 
next month, while both sides 
continued to trade accusations 
over who was to blame for the 

impasse.
Democrats have called on Re-

publicans and the White House 
to double their $1-trillion offer, 
having reduced their own pro-
posal to $2 trillion from an initial 
$3.5 trillion.

The expectation remains that 
an agreement will at some point 
be found, particularly with the 
US election nearing and millions 
of Americans in financial crisis.

In a sign of the battle govern-
ments could have in rebooting 
their economies, data out of 
China Friday showed consum-
ers were still reluctant to go out 
spending, with retail sales falling 
last month despite forecasts of a 
small increase.

While the drop was shallow-
er than in June, Innes said it 
showed that it was “going to take 

more than stimulus and deep 
discounts on luxury products to 
get people shopping again”.

At the same time, industrial 
production continued to grow, 
suggesting the economy’s re-
covery is being supported by the 
manufacturing sector.

A 1.2 pc increase in US retail 
sales in July compared to June, 
more modest than economists 
had been expecting, also dented 
sentiment about the strength of 
the economic recovery there.

Investors will be keeping a 
close eye on talks at the week-
end between China and the US 
that will review the trade pact 
signed in January, though ex-
pectations are for the deal to be 
kept in place despite increasing 
tensions between Washington 
and Beijing.

Many Britons were rushing back from France and the Netherlands before the quarantine restrictions go into force on 
Saturday

Key figures around 1530 GMT
London - FTSE 100:     1.6 pc at 6,090.04 points (close) 

Frankfurt - DAX 30:     0.7 pc at 12,901.34 (close)

Paris - CAC 40:     1.6 pc at 4,962.93 (close)

EURO STOXX 50:     1.0 pc at 3,309.29 

New York - Dow:    0.1 pc at 27,928.80 

Tokyo: Nikkei 225:    0.2 pc at 23,289.36 (close)

Hong Kong: Hang Seng:     0.2 pc at 25,183.01 (close)

Shanghai: Composite:    1.2 pc at 3,360.10 (close)

Euro/dollar:    at $1.1832 from $1.1820 at 2050 GMT

Dollar/yen:     at 106.47 yen from 106.91 yen 

Pound/dollar    at $1.3104 from $1.3066

Euro/pound:     at 90.29 pence from 90.41 pence

West Texas Intermediate:     0.5 pc at $42.01 per barrel 

Brent North Sea crude:     0.6 pc at $44.71 per barrel

Gold set for worst week 
since March, pressured by 
high yields

Reuters

Gold fell yesterday, on track 
to post its worst week 

since March, as an uptick in US 
Treasury yields and a logjam 
over a US stimulus bill to help 
the coronavirus-hit economy 
dented the metal’s allure.

Spot gold dipped 0.3 per 
cent to $1,946.56 per ounce 
by 10:53 am EDT (1453 GMT) 
and US gold futures fell 0.8pc 
to $1,953.80.

After hitting a record peak 
of $2,072.50 on Aug. 7 and 
rising over the previous nine 
weeks, bullion declined 4.3pc 
this week.

“The gold market had been 
in a parabolic state, so when 
you throw a little pickup in 
yields along with the im-
passe on the stimulus bill, it 
was going to see a bit of a re-
tracement,” said David Meger, 
director of metals trading at 
High Ridge Futures.

“We might have gone a little 
too far, too fast, and we be-
lieve the market is in need of 
a pause, a consolidation. And 
that’s exactly what we are see-

ing.”Poor economic data from 
far and wide, including disap-
pointing US retail sales, also 
did not help safe-haven gold.

The benchmark US 10-year 
Treasury yield hovered near 
seven-week highs, while hopes 
for a fresh round of US corona-
virus relief faded as Congress 
went into recess.

Higher yields increase the 
opportunity cost of holding 
non-yielding assets such as 
bullion, which has climbed 
over 28pc so far this year.

Among other metals, silver 
shed 2.6pc to $26.83 per ounce, 
set to snap a 9-week winning 
streak, down 5.2pc so far.

Platinum fel l  0.2pc to 
$955.32 and palladium eased 
0.2pc at $2,162.39.

Gold bars at the Austrian Gold and Silver Separating Plant ‘Oegussa’ in 
Vienna, Austria

‘Reality and Challenges’ of Pension fund
Iman Mustafa Al-Mirbati, the CEO of the Public Authority for Social Insurance, 

reviews objectives of the General Organisation of Social Insurance

• The event, which 
aims to enhance 
communication among 
senior government 
officials and the 
media community

By Adel Abdulla Al Refaei

The future of pension funds 
“Reality and Challenges” 

was the topic of the talks or-
ganised by the National Contact 
Centre as part of ”meeting with 
a government official” initiative. 

The event, which aims to en-
hance communication among 
senior government officials 
and the media community,  this 
week welcomed the CEO of the 
Public Authority for Social In-
surance, Iman Mustafa Al-Mir-
bati. 

The meeting also falls in line 

with a series of meetings the 
National Contact Center is or-
ganising in coordination with 
various government agencies 
to shed light on various topics 
of public interest.

During the recent talks, 
Al-Mirbati reviewed the objec-
tives of the General Organisa-
tion of Social Insurance, which 
seeks to maintain the sustaina-
bility of two basic elements to 

achieve social security - secur-
ing a retirement pension for the 
insured and beneficiaries. 

Al-Mirbati told the partici-
pants that the “Authority is fully 
committed to, in the event of an 
insured suffering a work inju-
ry or occupational disease, pay 
allowances and compensation. 

Besides, the authority is also 
committed to “maintaining the 
funds’ solvency to ensure their 
ability to pay their future obli-
gations towards all of the ben-
eficiaries.”

Al-Mirbati explained that 
achieving a balance between 
revenues from contributions 
and retirement expenditures is 
reflected in the sustainability of 
pension funds. 

During the meeting, statistical 
reports were presented showing 
the acceleration of retirement 
and insurance expenditures 
against contributions during 
the past ten years.

The CEO of the Public Au-
thority for Social Insurance also 
clarified the objectives of the 

actuarial study conducted for 
the financial position of pension 
funds in the short and long term. 

Al-Mirbati said it for ensuring 
the fund’s ability to fulfil their 
future obligations towards those 
subject to pension systems, and 
to propose solutions that extend 
the life of the pension funds.

Al-Mirbati also reviewed the 
results of the actuarial review 
of the retirement and insurance 
funds, the recommendations of 
the actuary, the reforms pro-
posed by the Authority’s Board 
of Directors, and the reforms 
of Decree-Law No. (21) of 2020 
represented in stopping the an-
nual increase in pensions, taking 
into account those with limited 
income and the permissibility 
of the increase when there is a 
surplus. 

In addition to the prohibition 
of combining between pensions 
excluding disability, work inju-
ry, kinship wages, merging the 
public and private sector funds, 
prohibiting the combination of 
pension and salary or wage.Fatima Al Serafi

The authority is fully 
committed to, in the 
event of an insured 

suffering a work 
injury or occupational 

disease, pay allowances 
and compensation

IMAN MUSTAFA AL-MIRBATI

THE CEO OF THE PUBLIC AUTHORITY FOR 
SOCIAL INSURANCE


